REVIEWS:
5 Stars Kristal Gorman Romance Readers at Heart “Loved this book!”
I absolutely love this book. There are so many things that I want to say about it, but I am going
to stick to the basics or I will have a ten page review! Beth Anderson has all of the qualities a
great heroine should possess. She is beautiful, charming, has a great sense of humor and a
sense of adventure that she didn't realize she had. She is drawn up into the attic of her friend's
castle to where a cape lays, a cape that supposedly drew her friend back in time to the man
of her dreams.
Travis... Ooooh, baby! Travis! He is as hot as his name, through and through. Big and brawny,
he is bossy and loud and I just love the frig out of him. He knows who is boss, and, future
woman or not, Beth is going to know that too! But, he doesn't count on her getting under his
skin, and that just plain ticks him off.
I love everything about this book. The play of emotions and the battle of wills between this
couple keep this book flowing very smoothly. I don't think Ms. McGill could have done it any
better, even if she had wanted to, although I don't think perfection can be improved upon—
and that is absolutely what this book is. Pure perfection.
…enchanting and light, but also filled with all of the good old-fashioned emotions that we all
love in our romance novels. Heck, that's the reason we read them! This flashy, spirited woman
and her big, hunky Highlander have completely captured my heart! Their chemistry and sizzle
fires up the pages and kept me glued to it from start to finish…one for the keeper shelves, as
I am sure that romance readers everywhere will agree with me once they read it.”
JoEllen Conger Conger Books Reviews
"Beth Anderson visits her friend Liz and her husband, Andrew, in their hodgepodge Scottish
castle, enthralled by their exciting tale of time travel into 1050 Scotland, where the year
before they had met Andrew’s enigmatic ancestor. If you’ve ever fallen in love with a man in
a portrait painting, that’s what happened to Beth. Then she plots to join her Highlander by
using the brooch and mantle that had transported Liz the year before. And find him, she does.
What she hadn’t expected was the intense feuding and fighting between the clans, and the
harsh conditions found in 1051 Scotland. Still, Beth must make up her mind whether or not
to return to the present... or brave it out and stay in the past with her Highland lover, by
destroying the time travel mechanism. This is a fast paced action tale of the rough conditions
of by gone days, and the man Beth couldn’t leave behind.
Multi-published author Tricia McGill does it again! You can’t help but fall in love with her
Highlander chief, Travis, the masterful clan leader in 1051 Scotland from her previous book.
Even without running water and central heating this time-travel novel will make you wish you
could be transported back into Travis’ castle… for a good, old fashioned candle lit romance."
5 stars By Violet
“Another great Time-travel by one of my favourite authors. Tricia McGill takes you back
convincingly to a past age where times were hard and there were no amenities to make life
easier. The handsome Laird Travis made me wish I was back there with Beth.”
5 stars By Olivia Becker on 4 July 2015

“The period stories make me hold my breath”
4 Hearts Patricia Oshier Bruening for TRS
"This is a terrific story. Ms. McGill has created two dynamic characters whose stubborn
passions cause them many problems. Throw in the fact that they come from two different
time periods and you have a delightful read full of the violence of the time, intrigue, passion,
and heartache. Beth is a quiet but feisty woman of the twenty-first century. Travis is the Laird
of all he surveys and rules his people with a fair but firm hand, putting the protection of his
people above all else, including himself. I really enjoyed this story. Beth and Travis are a team;
forging a bond that even time cannot break. In a time of extreme violence and danger, they
create their own oasis of peace in each other’s arms. This book gave me many peaceful
moments of escape from my own days of work and life. If you need an escape, travel to
Scotland in the year 1051 with Beth and put reality aside for a while."
Lisa at Romance Junkies Rating 4.5
"When Beth is taken back in time to medieval Scotland, Travis McKenna has no time to deal
with another visitor from the future. He must avenge his sister’s murder. But is Beth the
woman of his destiny? This is a wonderful book. Tricia McGill is a wonderful writer. She kept
me spellbound. Ms. McGill wrote Travis as a sequel to an earlier novel, The Laird, which I
haven’t read, but she does a wonderful job filling in what the reader needs to know. Travis
stands alone wonderfully. The heroine, Beth, is such a sweet character who is fully
embraceable and the hero, also wonderfully written, is a man of honor all the way. If you
enjoy suspense, action and a great romance this is a must read."
4 STARS “What happened next to the cloak and brooch…” by Angharad Gask
”Nice characters and plot with interesting twists to keep you hooked. Not that this isn't to be
expected from the author. But it was real fun to find out, what happened after the Laird.”
Chrissie Reviewer for Coffee Time Romance Rating 3 Cups
"This book is an appealing and sensual time travel romance. I really enjoyed the way the
author described living in Scotland during the 11th century. Her depiction of the harshness of
life in medieval Scotland was very affecting...
Overall this novel is an enjoyable read."

